5th Grade ELA Standards
Preview

Dear Students & Families,
There are many more standards we
will learn in 5th grade than are included in this
packet. However, the ones included are ones
we learned in 4th that get expanded in 5th, so
when students don’t forget these standards
over the summer, flipping from 4th to 5th
won’t be a flop. ☺ Also, keep reading books
daily!

Name ___________________

Return to
Your 5th Grade Teacher
Next school year

Title of Book or Movie:
_________________________________________
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Theme:
_________________________________________________________
How character(s) respond to the theme:
________________________________________
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.5.2

& LAFS.5.RL.1.2
Determine a theme of
a story, drama, or
poem from details in
the text, including how
characters in a story
or drama respond to
challenges or how the
speaker in a poem
reflects upon a topic;
summarize the text.

Summary:
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
Check yourself: ___ All sentences and/or names begin
with capital letters
___ I found the theme, not the main idea
___ My summary is more than 3 sentences.
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__________________________

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.5.3

& LAFS.5.RL.1.3
Compare and contrast
two or more characters,
settings, or events in a
story or drama, drawing
on specific details in the
text (e.g., how
characters interact).
Cognitive Complexity: Level 2:

Basic Application of Skills &
Concepts

__________________________
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Circle: (book or movie) Title : _______________________________
I am comparing (circle or highlight)
* characters * settings * events
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Word Meaning 1 Meaning 2

LAFS.5.RL.2.4
Determine the
meaning of words and
phrases as they are
used in a text,
including figurative
language such as
metaphors and similes.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.5.5.A Interpret figurative language, including similes and metaphors, in context.
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On a piece of notebook paper, (not on this page) create a list of multiple meaning
words and their varying meanings. Divide the page in 3 for the word, meaning 1,
meaning 2. (If the word has more than 2 meanings, just pick the two you like.)
Staple your page to this packet.

Fill out the form below on similes and metaphors; then do 5 more on a piece of
notebook paper. You learned about them in 4th. Choose new songs from this
summer to write the similes and metaphors from. Or have your parents choose
songs they like and help you with it.
Song: ________________________________________________________________
Example of the simple or metaphor in the song ________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
Did you choose a simile or metaphor? _________________

LAFS.5.RL.2.4
Determine the
meaning of
words and
phrases as they
are used in a
text, including
figurative
language such
as metaphors
and similes

Why it is a simile or metaphor:
O uses like or as
O doesn’t use like or as

Song: ________________________________________________________________
Example of the simple or metaphor in the song ________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
Did you choose a simile or metaphor? _________________
Why it is a simile or metaphor:
O uses like or as
O doesn’t use like or as

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.5.5.A Interpret figurative language, including similes and metaphors, in context.
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Thank You for purchasing!
Fonts from:

http://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/CourtneyKeimer
Royalty Free Graphics from
The Print Shop 4.0 Professional
I am new to this but check out my store for more items coming soon: !
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